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standing and interpreting their position in the development of mathematics. The book pro-
vides a rare window into the development of mathematical ideas, one that may be closing
fast with more modern forms of communication. In this, the editors have given the math-
ematical and historical communities a valuable reference.
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There was a time in the 1920s when classical, single-variable complex function theory
was one of the dominant subjects in mathematics, and Rolf Nevanlinna, who was born
in 1895, one of its greatest exponents. In this period, and for some years on either side,
Finnish mathematicians were represented out of all proportion to the size of the population
of Finland, Ernst Lindelo¨f and Lars Ahlfors are only two of several other distinguished
Book Reviews /Historia Mathematica 37 (2010) 302–317 315names that could be mentioned. Now Olli Lehto, a modern representative of that tradition,
has given us the ﬁrst biography of Rolf Nevanlinna, here translated from the original Finn-
ish edition of 2001 by Manfred Stern.
It is a full account of the life. Mathematics, and especially his profound study of the value
distribution theory of meromorphic functions, occupies only one short chapter. The reader
must look elsewhere for accounts, at varying levels of diﬃculty, of Nevanlinna’s break-
through in this subject. Lehto sees it as completing Nevanlinna’s immersion in mathematics
andmarking his emergence as a major international ﬁgure. So in the ﬁrst four chapters of the
book he discusses the life of Nevanlinna in terms of his family background, his student years,
and then the breakthrough and his life as a young professor. Rolf, and his older brother
Frithiof, who was also a mathematician, were born to a well-connected Finnish family with
many mathematicians among their ancestors. This was to leave him well placed to move in
political circles outside academia in later life. It seems that Rolf Nevanlinna was a man of
some personal charm, someone who conducted various ‘escapades’ outside his marriage,
and someone who would not conﬁne himself to mathematics alone.
The decisive events in Nevanlinna’s life were, inevitably, those from 1933 to 1945. He
had always inclined to the political right, with its aims of reviving the Finnish language
and asserting Finnish cultural independence. This is even visible in his name: the family
name Neovius was changed to Nevanlinna in 1906 in a wave of nationalist sentiment.
As a child he grew up speaking Swedish, a small indication of what Nationalists would re-
gard as what had to be put right if Finland was to become a truly independent country.
Like many of his country’s intellectual elite Nevanlinna viewed their Soviet neighbour with
alarm and looked sympathetically on Germany. Nazi appeals to the Volk resonated with
Finnish appeals to their own ‘people’. Nevanlinna’s mother was German, he himself
was, of course, particularly drawn to the great mathematical culture of Germany, and felt
its exclusion from the international mathematical community after the First World War
keenly, but the Nazi evisceration of it does not seem to have worried him greatly. Hermann
Weyl, who had the highest opinion of Nevanlinna’s mathematics, referred to him in 1934 as
a Finnish Nazi. Nevanlinna continued to publish in German journals, and in 1936–37 he
was a Visiting Professor at Go¨ttingen, where Teichmu¨ller attended his lectures.
When the war came, Nevanlinna stepped forward as a Finnish patriot, which meant
inclining so far towards Germany as to assist in sending Finnish volunteers to ﬁght in
the German army. He was also Rector of Helsinki University at the time. After the war
he had, accordingly, quite some work to do to ingratiate himself to the new American
world order. He learned English, and set about becoming a mathematical statesman so suc-
cessfully that he was President of the International Mathematical Union (IMU) from 1959
to 1962.
Lehto writes informatively on all these aspects of Nevanlinna’s life from the romantic to
the political, through the war years to the IMU period and the ﬁnal years (Nevanlinna died
in 1980). In particular, he has a rather diﬀerent version of the story of how Andre´ Weil was
saved from being shot by the Finnish for allegedly spying for the Soviet Union in late 1939
– to wit, that Weil was never suspected of such activity during the four days of his arrest
and the whole story is a fantasy. Since Weil himself claimed to have obtained this informa-
tion directly from Nevanlinna we can only wonder whose fantasy it was.
A biography of one person, however eminent and inﬂuential, is not the place for every
question. Another author, responding to this book, might take us back beyond Nevanl-
inna’s deplorable years as a Finnish patriot supporting Nazi Germany to the mathematical
work that made his name, and that Hermann Weyl among others valued so highly, and ask:
316 Book Reviews /Historia Mathematica 37 (2010) 302–317what became of it? It can no longer be said that single-variable complex function theory
dominates research in mathematics, and the implications of that for how we think of the
history of mathematics need to be explored. Did Bourbaki marginalise it, and did Douady
help to rescue it? Lehto himself suggests that complex function theory now relates to math-
ematics and indeed physics in a less hegemonic, more egalitarian way. Estimations and rep-
utations are part of the life of mathematics and this book will help us think about them to
better eﬀect.
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